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Attracting and retaining
independent agents means
providing easy access to
transparent, real-time
commission tracking and
trusted back office support.

AN FMO’S GUIDE
TO BUILDING
TRUST THROUGH
TECHNOLOGY 



THE
PROBLEM
WITH A
MANUAL
SYSTEM

OVERVIEW
Understanding the different frustrations Field Management Organizations 
(FMOs), Broker General Agencies (BGAs), and Agents feel around 
commission processes is key to bridging the gap between these groups. 

This paper explores the issues and technology required to improve their 
experiences and what it takes to meet their needs.

Slow Commission Payouts
Data Inconsistencies
Poor Agent Experiences

Inability to Process Complex
Commission Splits
The reality is that commission
splits are only getting more
complex, resulting in even
more time (and headaches!)
needed to distribute payouts
from legacy systems. 

Most agents recognize that
some delays are unavoidable
but quickly lose patience when
amounts don’t reconcile with
their own book of business. 
It’s an issue that creates: 

Many FMOs and BGAs still use largely
manual, labor-intensive processes to
manage most aspects of their back office
administration. These systems are not only
time-consuming but often do not
accurately calculate, track and distribute
agent commissions leading to several
adverse outcomes.

Inaccurate Data Collection and
Unreliable Reporting
Data quality is more important than ever
and should be a top concern at every
company. Poor and incomplete data
collection leads to a loss of revenue, wasted
time, and loss of trust. Incomplete or
incorrect data means an FMO or a BGA
cannot assess performance and sales
correctly. It also makes it nearly impossible
to track and project commission payments.
Without reliable information, you risk
inaccurate payouts and upset agents.

Inefficient Workflows and Poor
Communication
Manual processes in everyday workflows
slow down efficiency and productivity.
Updating those processes to utilize the
latest technology will yield a better, more
consistent output. Making meaningful
changes like integrating with an enrollment
platform to automate enrollment data
collection or digitizing a form will positively
impact how work gets done.
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WHAT TECHNOLOGY IS
REQUIRED?

Providing reliable commission tracking
Reducing administrative overhead
Creating quick, secure access to accurate data
Identifying errors and missing information
Offering useful, flexible reporting

Imagine a back office system that is integrated with your enrollment
platform. Such a system would streamline operations, customize
workflows, and save valuable time by:

How Would it Help the FMO & BGA? 

Accurate Enrollment Counts 
The right technology reduces
administrative overhead and ensures
accurate enrollment counts. In addition,
digital information can be updated and
pushed to whoever needs it quickly and
even automatically as required. 

Data Quality and Reporting
By processing and auditing data much
faster, errors get caught and corrected
quickly. Data can also be used more
efficiently to create meaningful
reporting on sales and an agent’s book
of business. Commission reports are
easily updated and provide reporting
on adjustments — allowing better
insight into commission calculations.

How Would it Help the Agent?

Accurate Agent Payouts 
Commission tracking software
significantly reduces the possibility of
human error. It’s automation that
integrates data collection to easily track
and verify an agent's transferred
commission statements. It creates clear
audit trails and ensures an accurate
agent payout.

Visibility and Tracking
A system with real-time visibility into an
agent’s book of business is an obvious
way to improve their perception of the
FMO. With digital, the data is updated
instantly and available to all
stakeholders who have security access.
This type of visibility provides fast
answers, avoiding errors and omissions
in payouts.
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TRUSTY BACK OFFICE PRO
CREATES CONFIDENCE

Trusty Back Office Pro provides a transparent and straightforward way to
manage commission payments. Because of its robust, industry-specific rules
engine, it has been widely adopted by FMOs around the country because of its
ability to calculate even the most complex commission splits.

It’s a technology that allows FMOs to integrate their enrollment platform and
CRMs, project commission payments, reconcile commission statements, and
submit those statements via agent portals. 

Set any number of negotiated
sales compensation rules
Import and run commission
statements from multiple sources
Bulk process commission
payments 
Live sales dashboard to track
sales in real-time 
Generate data-driven sales,
financial, and payment reports

Complete Automation for
FMO Back Office Processes 

As an agency management and
distribution back-office system,
Trusty Back Office Pro improves
commission management.
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"The reporting and tracking
features include a business
intelligence reporting tool for
ad-hoc and immediate
reporting capabilities. Access to
these functions and information
is user-role configurable.
“It’s commission tracking
software that significantly
reduces the clerical burden and
costs of current processes being
used, and because it can
identify underpayments or
missing payments, it creates
clear audit trails that build trust
among brokers, agencies, and
beneficiaries.” 

Joon Bae, Lead Developer, 
Trusty Back Office Pro

Highly Configurable Rules Engine    
Most of the commission rule engines in the market today struggle to deal with
the complexity of agent commission splits. To handle the variety of payout
agreements that exist throughout the industry, it needs to scale accordingly.
Trusty Back Office Pro meets that demand with its flexible commission rules
engine. It's a technology that enables users to capture, implement and
change commission logic to suit any negotiated split. Minimize human error
and hours spent calculating commissions while eliminating any IT bottlenecks
and bringing agility to your digital operations.
With it, an FMO can accurately pay their agents on time, every time. 

Customizable Administrative
Controls
Moreover, configurable administrative
controls allow agencies to assign
permissions, customize requests, and
deliver data. It’s a feature that enables
sales to be tracked by region, year,
and events specific to any or all
agents’ books of business.

Easy Access and Reporting
The program presents data through
dashboards that can be available to
both staff and sales. Each dashboard
shows the relevant information for the
logged-in viewer.
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WHAT ELSE
CAN TRUSTY
BACK OFFICE
DO?

Unlike other agency management
systems, Trusty Back Office Pro was
explicitly designed to benefit the FMO
and the agent. By providing a flexible
solution for licensing functions, an FMO
can stay on top of those requirements
while agents have access to their
commission statements and book of
business. 

"To secure a sales team’s
future earnings, it just
makes sense to include
Trusty Back Office Pro as
part of Trusty.care’s suite
of products, but in
addition to that, the
program embraces
Trusty.care’s core
mission, ensuring a
personalized approach.”

Trusty.care CEO 
Joseph Schneier

Let us show you how Trusty Back Office Pro will 
help you easily manage your back office headaches.      

About Trusty.care
Trusty.care is a New York based InsurTech company working to improve
efficiencies in distributing senior, individual, and ancillary products. By connecting
the point of sale to the consumer's needs, Trusty.care can radically improve
consumers’ financial stability related to healthcare costs and decrease rapid
disenrollment.

Trusty.care is trusted by over 37,000 agents and brokers, with more FMOs joining
every day. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS, 
PLEASE VISIT WWW.TRUSTY.CARE

And, Trusty Back Office Pro can work with other applications, too. 
That includes Trusty.care’s all-in-one quoting and enrollment platform,
Trusty Select Pro.


